
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The reply carried with it a confession _________ humiliating to make or to
admit.
1. rather

One feud was _________ enough for her.2. quite

Really, Robin, it is _________ true.3. quite

The people who live in them are _________ stuffy, too.4. rather

I have found that many persons are similarly afflicted, but are _________
reluctant to let their fears be known.
5. rather

But here a significant look from her daughter checked her, and she
changed the subject _________ awkwardly.
6.

rather

But the stranger was _________ prepared for this maneuver.7. quite

One thing, however, was _________ clear to her.8. quite

It so chanced, however, that in what proved the closing scene in my term of
school attendance, I was _________ unfortunate than guilty.
9.

rather

Tom came back, _________ unwillingly though, and stood leaning
against the window like a criminal.
10. rather

He wasn't _________ sure, he discovered.11. quite

She had laughed, _________ scornfully, and tried to free herself.12. rather

Russell observed her silence, and was _________ satisfied.13. quite

On the great plateau the sun shines _________ later than in the lower
regions.
14. rather

It is _________ tedious, and both departs and arrives at inconvenient
hours.
15. rather
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I was treated with far more hospitality than my absurd and _________
rash enterprise deserved.
16. rather

A tall, _________ slight made man is our future chief, upright as an arrow,
and with an eye such as one sees in men born to command men.
17. rather

Those honeymoon days had indeed been _________ dreary.18. rather

She had been leaning back _________ wearily in the corner of the bench,
as one resting from bodily strain.
19. rather

It would be _________ humiliating to be compelled to admit their
superiority.
20. rather
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